Arthur Foote

Songs

WITH ACCOMPANIMENT OF

PIANOFORTE and OTHER INSTRUMENTS.

An Irish Folk Song. ................................................. Violin Obligato. Soprano or Tenor. .60
The Hawthorn wins the Damask Rose. ......... Violin Obligato. Alto or Baritone. .50
Love is a Bubble. ................................................ Violin Cembali. Soprano or Tenor. .60
The Sun is low. .................................................. Violin Obligato. Mezzo Soprano or Baritone. .60
I'm Wearing Awa'. ............................................. Violin Obligato. Medium Voice. .50
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SONGS
with Violin Obligato

BEACH, Mrs. H. H. A. Ah, Love, but a day SOPRANO or TENOR 45
SOPRANO or TENOR 45
MEZZO-SOP or BASS. 45
ALTO or BASS. 45

Ecstasy SOPRANO or TENOR 45

FOOTE, Arthur An Irish Folk-Song SOPRANO or TENOR 45
SOPRANO or TENOR 45
ALTO or BARTON 45

Love is a Bubble SOPRANO or TENOR 50

The Sun is Low SOPRANO or TENOR 50

HANSCOM, E. W. Lullaby ALTO or BARTON 45

LANG, MARGARET RUTHVEN An Irish Mother's Lullaby SOPRANO or TENOR 45
SOPRANO or TENOR 45
ALTO or BARTON 45

LOOMIS, HARVEY WORTHINGTON Lay close thy cheek SOPRANO or TENOR

LYNES, FRANK A Norwegian Plaint SOPRANO or TENOR 45

MAASE, W. The earth is decked with beauty SOPRANO or TENOR 60

The Awakening of the Rose SOPRANO or TENOR 50

At Night MEZZO-SOP. or BAR. 50

The Strolling Minstrel ALTO or BARTON 45

Summer's Farewell SOPRANO or TENOR 50

METCALF, JOHN W. Absent SOPRANO or TENOR 45
SOPRANO or TENOR 45
ALTO or BASS 45

PARK, EDNA ROSALIND Thou art so like a flower SOPRANO or TENOR 45

REINECKE, CARL Dance of the Dragon-Flies SOPRANO or TENOR 60

WARNER, H. WALDO Love and the Rose SOPRANO or TENOR 45
ALTO or BARTON 45

METCALF, JOHN W. At Nightfall SOPRANO or TENOR 45
SOPRANO or TENOR 45
ALTO or BARTON 45

BEACH, Mrs. H. H. A. The Year's at the Spring SOPRANO or TENOR 45
MEZZO-SOP. or BAR. 45
ALTO or BASS 45

Shena Van SOPRANO or TENOR 45
MEZZO-SOP. or BAR. 45
ALTO or BASS 45

FOOTE, ARTHUR I'm Wearing Away MEDIUM VOICE 45

BEACH, Mrs. H. H. A. June SOPRANO or TENOR 45
MEZZO-SOP. or BAR. 45
ALTO or BARTON 45

BANCROFT, MERTHA LOUISE Deep in my Heart is a Song SOPRANO or TENOR 50
ALTO or BARTON 45
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